"Arise, awake, stop not until your goal is achieved." - Swami Vivekananda.
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Profile of the College:

Santaldih College is situated at the heart of a Tribal belt in the northern part of Purulia District. It is a co-educational institution. It was established in the year 2008 to impart educations at Degree Level. It started Three years Degree Arts General and Honors Course from the session 2008-2009 with the affiliation to the University of Burdwan. Since 2010 it has been running under the S. K. B. University, Purulia. The active Co-operation of the Teacher-in-Charge, Common People, the education lovers and the dedicated educationists of the locality finally helped the Santaldih College come into existence.

Goal is And Objectives:

The College is going on with the object of upliftment of this Backward area and to promote higher, educations in all the regular branches of learning and at the same time emphasize the study of indigenous languages and Culture, of the area.

Cultural Activities

The College organize cultural activities and encouraged the students like - Sports (Football, Cricket, Athletic) & Various cultural programme on memorial days like 5th sept., 15th Aug., 26th January & so on. The aim is to create a cultural atmosphere & encourage the students.

Stream Arts

Honours Subjects offered for B.A. Honours Course:
(i) Bengali, (ii) English (iii) History (iv) Pol. Science, (v) Sanskrit

General Course Subjects (Offered):

Group -
A) Bengali or History B) Philosophy or Pol. Science C) Education or Sanskrit
D) Physical Education or Sociology or Geography or English

* Hons Candidates in which Subjects, he/she admitted could not choose the same General Combination Subjects.

General Subjects offered for B.A. General Course:
A) Bengali or History B) Philosophy or Pol. Science C) Education or Sanskrit
D) Physical Educations or Sociology or Geography or English

Compulsory Language for all streams:
(i) Compulsory English -50 marks,
(ii) Compulsory Bengali/Hindi/Alternative English - 50 marks.

Note: Physical Education subject will be given to the pass course students only.

"Purity, Patience, and perseverance are the three essentials to success, and above all love." - Swami Ji